GETTING STARTED GUIDE
Process Improvement Chart Visuals
for Microsoft Power BI
Introduction
This document describes how to create your first Power BI report including SPC and process capability
visuals created by PQ Systems. We will cover connected to basic data sources including Excel Data,
Complex cases like charting from SQCpack databases, and how to create informative SPC visuals based
on the data.
This document refers to features of Power BI Desktop.
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SECTION 1: CONNECTING TO MICROSOFT EXCEL DATA
If you have already created reports with Power BI, feel free to skip to the Importing SPC Visuals Section.
You can connect to data by selecting “Get Data” via the file menu, and selecting the source of the data.
In this case, we will select “Excel”.

Figure 1: Selecting Excel as a data source
From there you will have to browse to any Excel file.

Figure 2: Selecting an Excel file
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After selecting the file you must select one or more worksheets from the Excel file and then selecting
“Load.”

Figure 3: Selecting a worksheet to load
Now finally you should have the worksheet available in the field section of Power BI.

Figure 4: Fields in Power BI
In the next section we will cover a similar process, but instead we will connect to an SQCpack Database.
If you are not a user of SQCpack you may wish to skip to section 3, Importing the SPC visuals.
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SECTION 2: CONNECTING TO SQCPACK DATABASES
SQCpack is a data management and charting software package from PQ Systems. Using technical
capabilities of Power BI to connect to SQCpack can provide interesting opportunities to distribute real
time reports for production data.
In SQCpack version 7.0.19296.1 and higher, changes were made to maintain SQL Server views that are
representative of the datagroups in SQCpack databases. If you used SQCpack before this version, you
can use the shortcut ctrl+alt+shift+v in order to create the views for all datagroups in your database.
The first step to connect to and SQCpack database is to select File > Get Data > SQL Server.

Figure 5: Selecting SQL Server as a data source
Upon selecting SQL Server you will be prompted for the server name, database name, and a few
options.
We recommend selecting DirectQuery as the Data Connectivity mode. Import may be required if you
wish to do advanced manipulation of the data before visualizing it, but it will also require manually
refreshing the data in order to view “live” data.
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Figure 6
If you are unsure of your server or database names, you can find them in your DBC file by opening them
with a text editor such as Notepad. (See figure 7).

Figure 7: Locating Server and Database names via dbc file
Alternatively you can find them via command line with:
sqlcmd –L
Hint: It is likely to end with SQLEXPRESS

Figure 8: Determining SQL Servers via windows command line
After you have selected your SQL Server database, the Power BI “Navigator” window will appear. You
will then need to select which tables or views you wish to visualize. If you are running version
“7.0.19296.2” or higher, you should have views created that correspond to each data group. In our
example we are looking for a datagroup with the name “Turnaround times (TAT) for lab results”. In the
top of the navigator, there is a search box which makes finding the correct data group easy. (See figure 9
below).
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Figure 9: Power BI SQL Server Navigator
Finally after selecting “Load" you should see the datagroup has been added to the Fields in your report.
(See figure 10).

Figure 10: Imported SQCpack Datagroup
Now that you have data imported into your Power BI report, it’s time to import your SPC visuals and
connect it to your data. The following sections will describe how you can accomplish exactly that.
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SECTION 3: IMPORTING SPC VISUALS
Importing the SPC visuals is simple. The visuals are stored in *.pbiviz files. These files can be downloaded
from the PQ Systems’ website, through email correspondence with PQ Systems staff, or bypassed
altogether through the Microsoft AppSource store. The visuals follow a pattern of visualNameversionNumber.pbiviz. The version number is broken into a format “Major.Minor.YDDD.B” where Y is
the last digit of a year, DDD is the Julian date of a day, and B is the build number for a given day
corresponding to the exact build time of the visual.
After obtaining one or more pbiviz files. You can import these visual types to your report by clicking the
three dots under the visualizations tab in the report. (See Figure 11).

Figure 11: Importing new visual button
Clicking the dots will allow for “Importing from file”

Figure 12: Importing from file menu
Finally, you must browse to the location of the pbiviz files corresponding to which visual(s) you are
interested in. Currently Power BI allows only importing visuals one at a time.
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Figure 13: Selecting pbiviz file to import

After selecting to open the pbiviz file you should see a success message followed by the new icon under
your “Visualizations” tab.

Figure 14: Successful visual import
Now the only thing left to do is to use your now imported data and visuals together to gain the valuable
insight from the SPC visuals with your actual data. To do that we will next cover mapping various visual
types to your data.
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SECTION 4: CREATING A CHART WITH A SINGLE
OBSERVATION
Creating charts for individuals data should only require a few clicks. After importing the visual you are
interested in, such as Individuals/Moving Range simply select the corresponding icon:
Doing so will add a landing page for the visual as seen below.

Figure 15: Chart Landing Page
The final step is to then map one or more columns as the Axis column, and a single column for the
Values. For the best results, click and drag the Fields to the appropriate data field mapping as seen
below.

Figure 16: Click and dragging fields into the data field mapping area for a chart
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Repeat this process for the Values column and you should see your expected chart.

Figure 17: Finished Individuals / Moving Range chart
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SECTION 5: CREATING A CHART WITH MULTIPLE
OBSERVATIONS
Creating charts for data with multiple observations should only require a few clicks. After importing the
visual you are interested in, such as X-Bar/Range simply select the corresponding icon:
Doing so will add a landing page for the visual as seen below.

Figure 18: Chart Landing Page
The final step is to then map one or more columns as the Axis column, and two or more columns for the
Values. For the best results, click and drag the Fields to the appropriate data field mapping as seen
below.

Figure 19: Click and dragging fields into the data field mapping area for a chart
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Once you have mapped at least one Axis column and two or more Values columns, you should see your
chart.

Figure 20: Finished X-Bar/Range chart
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SECTION 6: CREATING A CHART WITH ATTRIBUTES
DATA
Creating charts for attributes (count) data has three fields to map. The axis, count, and inspected fields.
If the count column can have values greater than the inspected column, you will want to use a U-chart.
After importing the visual you are interested in, such as P-chart simply select the corresponding icon:
Doing so will add a landing page for the visual as seen below.

Figure 21: Chart Landing Page
The final step is to then map one or more columns as the Axis column, and two or more column for the
Values. For the best results, click and drag the Fields to the appropriate data field mapping as seen
below.
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Figure 22: Click and dragging fields into the data field mapping area for count field
Once you have mapped one axis, count, and inspected field mapped you should see your chart.

Figure 23: Finished P-Chart
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SECTION 7: LICENSING A CHART AFTER PURCHASE
Licensing your visual after purchasing a license is a quick process. While editing the report containing
unlicensed visuals, simply select the visual(s) on the report, find the “Paid Mode” edit panel in the
formatting tab, and paste your 36 character license key in the “License” field.

Figure 24: Licensing a paid visual
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
Why do I only see 25 data points?
Statistical Process control charts are typically easier when focusing only on the last 15-30 data points, so
by default only the last 25 rows are considered for analysis. This can be configured via the Data format
panel. (See Figure Below)

Figure 25: Last N Subgroups

Why are my values are different than I expect?
You should check that your axis value is unique. Power BI default to aggregating values for visuals, so if
you have duplicated rows, or rows with repeating identifiers such as “Batch Number”, you can end up
with the sum of the numerical values.

Figure 26: Unexpectedly high value
One tactic to investigate this value, is to switch the aggregate function of the measurement column to
“Count”
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Figure 27: Changing aggregate function
Doing so will rather than show a chart of values, will show a chart of the number of values
corresponding to each axis value. The chart can point of which if any has duplicate rows that in this case
lead to an abnormally high value. (See figure below)

Figure 28: Charting count of values per axis value
The solution to this varies based on the context of your data. If you can have several values per “Batch”
in this case, you may want to add an index column which never repeats, or add a date/time per
observation. The order of the data should remain chronological for run rule testing.
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